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Insurers & legacy
systems
The insurance industry today is heavily
dependent on the IT systems to support
their core applications, spanning across
the insurance journey [dealing with
customers, underwriting, offering best
suited policies, processing claims
requests, billing etc]. Insurers have been
relying on these systems forever and for
good reason. This traditional legacy
infrastructure has been quite stable, but
with the current scenario and digital
disruption things are evolving quite
rapidly, and insurers need to go with the
times to stay ahead of the competition.

Insurers are well aware that the
traditional legacy systems for new
business underwriting, policy
administration and claims are quite
outdated. Quite a few insurance
enterprises have replaced their manual
processes, integrating automation and
front-end technologies to help them tide
over the challenges posed by the volatile
environment.

Claims
Claims processing
involves extensive paperwork and
lacks information transparency
status tracking etc.

Payment & Collections
Claims processing involves
extensive paperwork and

lacks information
transparency status tracking

etc.

Actuarial
Data for accounting and reporting
purposes has to bemanually
retrieved, processed and
transformed, increasing the time and
cost of actuarial
processes.

Underwriting
Underwriting process is

lengthy and inflexible for both
the insurer and customer

Perspective onmodernising insurnce legacy
systems



There are insurers whohave planned ahead, and invested in their
legacy IT infrastructure but are keenon enjoying the benefits that
modernisation brings. Through this approach, the core systemswill
remain intactwhile new technologies will be deployed to address the
major gaps in functionality.

across theglobe understand and accept that they are laggingbehind
other financial services with reference to digital technology.While
they have embraced the shift, andmoving away fromwhatwas
created back in the 70s or 80s, oneof things they have identified as
the biggest hurdle is the legacy systems [for digital transformation].
Insurers are keen to adopt systems and solutions capable of taking
them into the digital age so legacymodernisation is highon the
agenda.

More than 50%of insurers

Changing businessmodels and
processes tomatch the new
technologies and systems is theway
forward. Streamlined internal
processes, strong partnerships with
vendors and Insurtech firms and
managing all these relationships will go
a long way for thebusiness of
insurance.



Succeeding in today’s
challenging times

Over the last few years, the insurance industry has
been evolving quite rapidly, and the COVID-19
situation has added pressure to boosting sales
and business growth. Insurers constantly struggle
to fulfill the growing customer expectation
because they are hampered by the limitations of
their legacy systems and IT infrastructure. To stay
relevant and create differentiating factors,
insurers have been on the lookout for cheaper and
faster methods to innovate and create products
and services to compete with digital-savvy
competitors, who are not encumbered by the
traditional legacy systems.

Customers today
expect convenience,
flexibility, transparency
and ease of use with
their interactions [and
this includes insurance
as well]

Patience! Yes, that is what business leaders require,
for, it is a long journey. The change has brought about
the need to review current business practices and
change strategies across the systems, but the entire
approach towards customers ensuring their overall
experience across the journey is heightened.

With the aging legacy systems crippling the IT
department’s ability to innovate and by delaying
the go tomarket time, enterprises are now
rethinking their business model. In order to
mitigate the risk of digital disruption, insurers are
making the transition towards a hybrid approach:
reaching out to customers and offering policies
on new core platforms while theymaintain
current [existing] policies on the legacy platform.
However, this is not a very viable solution as the
insurer needs to ensure both platforms are
maintained periodically without any lapses. This
adds to the operational cost. Apart from the
financial constraints, there are two other
elements that IT requires to achieve success:

Agility
Being able to adapt to the growing demands of
themarket, new technology and customer
demands. And this needs to encompass back-end
operations to front-end user experiences.

Omni-channel experience
Since physical meetings are out of the question,
being available to customers irrespective of
location, the various digital platforms available
need to be explored to provide a seamless
experience regardless of medium.



One of the leading research firms had done a study
among insurance companies and customers.

Nearly 46%
of the companieswho participated shared they had completed all necessary
changes andwere on the journey towards completemodernisation of their
legacy policy administration systems.

Themain focus of the entire
modernisation has been the policy
administration system (PAS) and the
surrounding interfaces within the
insurance ecosystem. This includes
new businesses, underwriting,
policy and product related services,
billing and collections, and finally
the claims settlement. PAS
modernisation has gained
importance among insurers who are
hoping to achieve agility for the
business. Insurers accepted that
speed tomarket, customer
experience and access to data were
the foundation to business growth.

In continuation, we have also seen
an urgency with legacy PAS

modernisation. The entire end to
end process of modernisation from
initial stage to the final policy
conversion could take a decade or
so depending on the resources
available [ manpower &money].
Among the respondents who are
still on their modernisation journey,
a quarter have a process underway
and another one in five are
consideringmodernisation of their
systems. It was only 9%who had no
plans of modernisation. Nearly 95%
of the Insurers who participated in a
survey shared a similar thought
process -product and service fit
was crucial, it surpassed all other
options, including technology and
global capabilities]
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Technical Challenges in
Modernisationof Legacy
Systems
When upgrading legacy systems, technology
disruptions aside, there could be potential shifts in
the existing services, not to forget the additional
costs [development andmigration]. Over time, it has
been observed that over 50% of the insurance system
modernisations involve a new [PAS based] solution as
it becomes difficult tomaintain the current PAS into
the future.

To improve product development capabilities, better
digital experience, and increase in opportunities for
growth, there is a trade offwith the cost and time
taken to implement new solutions.

The image below depicting the various operational
risks faced by traditional legacy system users before
we dive into themain technical challenges faced by
insurance enterprises world over.



IncreasingOperational Risks Faced
By LegacyUsers

Incomplete documentation of key
system functionality &

configurations

Legacy systems rely on a diminishing pool of
IT talent for maintenance and support

increasing IT costs.

Operational Errors due to lack
of integration &manual data
entry

Manual data entry /processing in
legacy systems database is complex
and error prone

Increasing regulatory
compliance demands

Insurers need enhanced systems to
ensure full and effective compliance
with growing regulatory demands.

End of Support by
Vendor

Decreasing support from
system vendors threatens

business continuity
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Top three technical challenges:

Transformation for business
growth
The primary focus for any business is
growing their business and revenue. But
when it shows signs of stagnation, it is a
sign of distress. Customer experience and
engagement levels are likely to be down as
well. During this juncture, insurers need to
explore the customer path, especially when
dealing with the current generation, and
other segments that have been neglected
for a while.

Achieving information transition
Insurance industry relies heavily on data,
and insurers are overwhelmedwith the
volume of data gathered from customers,
and the new analytics tools available to
provide insights in real-time. There are also
new datamanagement and governance
factors to follow, while dealing with
disruption to existing siloed systems.
Insurers need to figure out a way to convert
the data to their advantage.

Digitalisation & automation
Digitalisation and automation will help
optimise resources and increase efficiency
along with reducing frauds [especially in
claims]. This can be achieved only when
insurers understand how to integrate social
media channels and all other behavior
based systems into the claims functionality.

All these challenges hamper business growth by disrupting the digital transformation, and subsequently affecting scalability .



So, what are the
business drivers
for this
modernisation?

BusinessDrivers for
Legacy Systems
Modernisation in
Insurance
LOMA [Life OfficeManagement
Association] carried out a survey in the
insurance industry back in 2013 which
revealed legacy systemmodernisation held
the Numero Uno position in the top three
technology investments list.

ImprovingOperational Efficiency
Higher returns with lower cost are forcing insurance companies to work towards improving their
efficiency levels. By integrating automation into their processes and adopting digital solutions while
doing away with paper based approach is where it all begins. Companies need to break away from
years of custom based coding and working with limited integration abilities.

Optimising Costs
Enterprises are developing strategies to help them leverage their technology capabilities within their
existing legacy systems to enhance their systems. This will extend towards offering better
underwriting, claims processing and settlement processes, which in turn will have a direct impact on
the operational cost. Similarly, the other element that will impact the cost are the resources- insurers
and others within the organisation. They need periodical training to help them hop on board with the
changes and work effectively with the new solutions.

Rapid toMarket
Insurers who are going to survive the years to comewill be those who
constantly innovate and are rapid tomarket with new products. This
would become their market differentiator and help improve customer
relationships. The need to utilise the various digital platforms available
will be possible only when legacy systems aremodernised which is
crucial to the business growth



What are the benefits
of legacy
modernisation?

Faster time-to-market
The ability to launch new products quickly and
with ease. Quicker sales cycles as agents are
better equipped and can have engagements that
rate higher among customers.

Elevated customer experience
Better agent interactions, quick support, faster
claims processing and real-time updates rate
high on customer satisfaction.

Higher operational efficiency
IT modernisation helps provide a 360-degree
view, enabling enterprises to not just automate
processes but organise workflows as well. New
technology also helps agents and employees
perform better, increasing the overall efficiency
of the organisation.

Reduced IT expenditure
Modernisation also brings down IT spend as it
reduces complex configurations and
decommissions older, highmaintenance
systems.

Enterprises using legacy systems need a technology upgrade, but are largely okay functionally.
So, many consider a modernisation option – refactoring. Refactoring allows enterprises to
upgrade their technology stack without affecting any of the business-specific features. This can
sometimes be expensive and lag in terms of modern system integrations and data architecture
that supports new-age tech.

To overcome this, some consider blackboxing. Here, the functionalities of the legacy system are
rebuilt or implemented using current technologies while the core functionality is exposed as a
service. This helps in modernisation of back-end systems. This has its negatives as well, because
it’s only a viable option for enterprises who have a well-maintained system and capabilities to
maintain the system going forward.



Different approaches to
modernisation:

The approach that an enterprise should take entirely
depends on the outcome they are expecting. Each
of thesemethods comewith their own pros, cons
and limitations. But, the reasonmany enterprises
opt for legacy systemmodernisation is because it is
less disruptive. Enterprises would havemade huge
investments on these systems in the past and would
prefer to go with amodel that keeps their core
infrastructure intact, with the ability to add new
technology to build the gap. This means reaping the
benefits of cutting-edge technology but not at the
cost of drastic changes or higher risks.

• Replacing the legacy platformwith packaged
solutions

• Bolting on new functionality to existing legacy
platforms

• Migrating from themainframe tomoremodern
mid-range platforms Each has a specific business
purpose, benefits, risks, and dependencies from a
data management perspective.

Enterprises using legacy systems need a technology upgrade, but are largely okay functionally. So,
many consider amodernisation option – refactoring. Refactoring allows enterprises to upgrade
their technology stackwithout affecting any of the business-specific features. This can sometimes
be expensive and lag in terms ofmodern system integrations and data architecture that supports
new-age tech.

Potential Approaches to LegacyModernisation

Potential
Approaches

Results

Modernizing the
legacy platform

• Ownership of
system [at lowest
total cost]

• Low - risk, mature
technology

• Functionality can be
gradually enhanced

Building a
proprietary

• Can be designed and
built [with sufficient
internal skills]

• Differentiating
capabilities [in-house
with sufficient scale]

• Long- term
implantation possible
platform

Buying a
standard

• Sufficient functional
coverage and
capabilities

• Adequately low total
cost of ownership

• Manageable
integration

• Relatively short
implementation
time



Neutrinos brings with it the obvious
advantages of MXDP and low code
platforms - an array of advanced inbuilt
tools and widgets to build enterprise-
grade applications.

Visual, model driven front-end and
back - end development for
applications, One - Click cloud
deployment and seamless integration
with existing systems. Then, there is
the obvious capability to build mobile,
web and cloud apps at great speed.
Neutrinos offers an open architecture
of the platform, full access to code and
an expert team to help clients get
onboard and accelerate their journey.
Above all, the Neutrinos solution
provides real time data on the
dashboard that can be accessed by
customers and insurers.

Once the insurer takes the decision
about which path they choose, there
are other factors to be considered as
well - the transformation preferences,
existing internal capabilities, and
business objectives. Neutrinos offers a
range of digital solutions that includes
digitisation of the legacy paper-based
process with amultipurpose
application that offers end-to-end lead

management lifecycle on one single
platform.

Neutrinos has helped enterprises with
their legacymodernisation efforts. For
one of our clients (a leading insurance
company), policy sales took 20
minutes per policy, and their system
was not user friendly. Neutrinos helped
themwith their legacymodernisation
which took just 6months to go live,
and today, sales on the new platform
takes just 8minutes! Other benefits
include:

• Built in microservices to
enhance performance

• User friendly UI that enables
faster sales and easy navigation

• Reduced TCO
• Better agent coverage and
productivity

Neutrinos Advantage & Success Stories
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Success
Stories
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Customer onboarding and online policy purchase
A leading insurer in South Africa faced the challenges of legacymodernisation.
Their customer onboarding application was running on the AS400 legacy
system resulting in 45minutes being taken for each policy creation. Neutrinos
developed an interactive web portal for their consumer onboarding as well as for
online policy purchases. The detailed analysis of business requirements ensured
that the entire process was error free. Integration with over 180 APIs and a
payment gateway as well ensured ease of use and efficiency. As a result of the
implementation of this solution, the client was able to reduce policy creation
time from 45minutes to 15minutes per policy.

Not only did customer experience improve but there was increased productivity
from employees as well due to the ease of using the application. The resources
that the company used to earlier spend on training employees in using the
legacy systemwas also reduced as less tech savvy personnel could easily
perform the job.

VehicleMaintenance Validation Case Tagging using UiPath
RPA tool
A leading South African financial services provider and one of the largest banks
in South Africa was looking to replace their licenced tools like BluePrism and
Automation Anywhere with an open source RPA tool or with a custom solution to
address their RPA requirements. Neutrinos assisted the bank with the re-design
and themigration of the robotic process from BluePrism to UiPath.

Neutrinos also automated their existing casemanagement systemwhich
consisted of receiving documents into different queues (as per defined
configuration), and case tagging for each email application individually on the
casemanagement system. The benefits that the bank gained were ease of
maintenance as UiPath is a web based orchestrator and is very good in a Citrix
environment that is designed for the purpose similar to BPO automation.

The excellent and competitive acquisition pricing as well as the free online
training provided by UiPath were also of great benefit to the bank.
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Boost to IT productivity
One of Neutrinos’ clients faced challenges in aligning themicro insurance
scheme of the company with their consolidated IT strategy. Scraping techniques
were used to update their legacy system and this resulted in amixture of
technologies. Productivity was impacted and lagged behind the normal
standard. The client needed a developmental platform that would support all IT
members and allow them to respond to the schemes that included a large
number of micro insurance schemes and requests in a timely and reliable
manner.

The Neutrinos Platform allowed the existing sore systemwith the new systems
put in place since a Big-Bang adoption approach was not suitable. This was
integrated with the client’s systems in record time and the Neutrinos platform
also enabled the client to easily manage the full application Life Cycle.

Legacy systemmodernisation

A leading insurance company needed their legacy systems to integrate with new
applications through the low-code platform and to enable themodernisation of
their legacy system. Engaging with Neutrinos, the insurance portal was built in
twomonths - about half the time that it would have taken with traditional
development methods.

The portal provides an elegant and highly functional front-end that works on
bothmobile devices as well as desktop computers. The integration of their in-
house platform based on Oracle and .NET was seamlessly enabled by the
Neutrinos team in quick time. The insurer was able to achieve real-time
insurance claim tracking, a clear identification of suppliers allocated to claims
(repair shots, etc.) and the next steps and timelines in the claims workflow for
each individual claimwere clearly established leading to greater efficiencies
overall.
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Leveraging on inherent technical
experience and expertise alongwith
a deep understanding of client
requirements, Neutrinos offers in-
built capabilities for the adoption of
emerging and futuristic
technologies such as IoT, AI, ML, and
more. Some of our insurance clients
are already implementing and
benefiting fromour bespoke
solutions, across theworld.

Talk to us!

https://goneutrinos.com/contact-us/
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Neutrinos is a Multi-experience Development company that
offers a platform to ideate, transform, and build complex
enterprise applications within days – or sometimes hours.
Neutrinos is headquartered in Singapore and has operations
across South Africa, South East Asia, India, Australia, the UK
and the USA.

comms@neutrinos.co

www.goneutrinos.com


